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Open & Notorious
by anotherslashfan, argentumlupine, bessyboo, cantarina, fleurrochard, jedusaur, knight_tracer,

regonym, Rhea314 (Rhea), Torra, Verbyna

Summary

We are all, in our own way, Joseph Fink.

Notes

Additional co-creators who don't have AO3 accounts: Projectyl, Andy Crosman, mohawk!bb.
Cecil Baldwin clip yoinked from episode #110 of the Geek's Guide to the Galaxy podcast.
Joseph Fink (the real one [no, the ACTUAL real one (...or is he?)]) clips yoinked from the
intro to episode #17 of WTNV, which is very helpfully the only one he appears in that doesn't
have any background music to contend with. Title refers to the legal definition of adverse
possession.

Massive thanks to the village of Joseph Finks who were involved in the production of this
piece, including the many people who inadvertently raised the weirdness bar by saying,
"Huh. Interesting concept. I'm curious to see where the hell you're gonna go with that."

See the end of the work for more notes
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End Notes

Cuts and bloopers!

Please drop by the Archive and comment to let the creator know if you enjoyed their work!
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